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The city is enriched by both natural beauty and wealthy past. It has seen rise and falls if many great
dynasties including Gangas, hoysalas and the emperors of Vijay Nagar, evidences of that are still
visible here.  To understand the fascinating history of Mysore, donâ€™t miss to visit its gorgeous
historical attractions including Mysore Palace, Jagan Mohan Palace, St. Philomenaâ€™s Church, Lalitha
Mahal Palace and the Town Hall.

As you enter Mysore, youâ€™re greeted by beautiful gardens and stunning natural avenues. Aromas of
sandalwood, jasmine and rose will soothe your senses, and enchanting views of green hills will
feast your eyes. Apart from that, a wide variety of flora & fauna and a range of adventure sports give
Mysore travelers sheer pleasures. Truly saying, Mysore makes an ideal escape from the bustling
city life and gives the visitors a rejuvenating travel experience amid quiet and placid atmosphere.

Mysore hotels are simply superb renowned for their glorious architecture and appeasing lodging
facilities. Offering a series of flawless services, up-to-date amenities and high alluring hospitality,
luxury hotels in Mysore never fail to impress the visitors. The best thing about Mysore hotels is that
they are available in varied categories and cater the travelers of all profiles. There are several
palaces-turned-hotels, which serve their guests with regal stay with all contemporary ambiences.
Apart from that, a number of newly constructed upbeat hotels, budget-friendly inns and private
homes ensure quality stay in Mysore to suite every needs and pocket-size.

When is the best time to visit Mysore? Well, located in the southern part of Deccan Plateau, the city
enjoys a moderate climate year-round. From March to June, the town features warn climate with
temperature ranging from 25 to 30 degree Celsius. The monsoon season starts in June and ends in
October. After that, winter starts here that lasts till March. This is the best time to visit Mysore.
During this season, the city celebrates a number of festivals with the Dusara festival being the most
alluring one. This ten-day celebration turns the entire city colorful and lively.  On the last day of
Vijaya Dashami, the streets in the city become vibrant, as the former maharaja of the city leads the
procession on an elephant where many barded camels, horses and elephants accompany him. 

When you plan a tour to Mysore, make sure to plan is properly and well ahead. And taking
professional help from a reliable travel agency is perhaps the best idea to do so. Searching online,
you will find several companies offering deals for Mysore hotels as well as complete packages for
Mysore holiday. Considering your requirement and budget, you can easily choose a suitable deal for
you.
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Hungry Bags is a leading travel company that provides a variety of a Mysore hotels deals at
reasonable rates. Various travel packages like a Goa holiday packages, a Ooty packages etc. can
also be purchased with Hungry Bags.
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